Protoplast fusion in microtiter plates for expression cloning in mammalian cells: demonstration of feasibility using membrane-bound alkaline phosphatase as a reporter enzyme.
Protoplast fusion is a method for directly transferring cloned DNA from bacteria to mammalian cells at high efficiency. Here, we have used membrane-bound alkaline phosphatase as a reporter enzyme in a miniprotoplast fusion assay. This work demonstrates the principle that large numbers of protoplast fusions can be done simultaneously and successfully, to assay for an activity encoded by an expression vector. The technique described here circumvents key hurdles to expression cloning. This method does not require a highly sensitive assay or a way of separating a rare expressing cell from the mixture of transfected cells containing other transfected genes. With a strong promoter, the protein encoded by the undiluted transfected cDNA should be produced at at least as high a level as it is endogenously produced in the cell from which its activity was first detected. Reference clones are stored, avoiding the need to separate out the cells that are successfully transfected; this also avoids the need to repurify the DNA from the transfected cell. Because of the use of microtiter plates, it is likely that such a method could be partially automated for many types of assays.